The MOBILE.OLD project aims to support the mobility of seniors. It consists of a set of services, presented as an Android application. These services are extremely easy to handle and can be used as cross device applications on Smartphones, Tablets and Smart-TVs. They can be applied in an integrated manner, making it possible to support seniors in different situations when preparing for a trip or on the road.

Features

The MOBILE.OLD Apps feature:

- personalized interfaces
- common look & feel throughout all devices
- single sign-on, one login for all applications
- adaptation wizard (text size, volume, theme, ...)
- low information density
- online synchronisation throughout all devices
- text to speech functionality
- variety of high contrast color schemes
- verified quality content
- full control via keyboard & mouse

A Bundle of 10 Apps

- TRIP: map out, save & share a route
- NEWS: transportation news headlines & weather
- TRAINING: video exercises & schedule
- ACTIVITY: track, analyse & display traveled routes
- CHECKLIST: list important items and medicines
- ORIENTATION: navigation & geotag photos
- SECURITY: notification when leaving a secure area
- AID: illustrated first aid information & numbers
- QUIZ: digital version of the Scavenger Hunt Game
- INSIGHT: interactively cruise through cities & sights